鶴鳴九臯
*He Ming Jiu Gao*
31. Cranes Cry in the Nine Marshpools

**Shang mode** 商調
**Tuning:** 1 2 4 5 6 1 2

1. Aiming for Cloud Nine (the top of heaven) 志在九霄

2. Soaring up in the sky 翱翔天漢
3. Flapping wings to go skywards 控翩朝天

4. Sounds are heard in the heavens 聲聞于天
5. Fluttering about, looking at the heights 翻飛見頂

6. Dancing in a circle, crying back and forth 旋舞交鳴
7. Crane calls resound in the sky 聲鳴太空

8. Coming out of the clouds so as to play with their shadows 出雲弄影

9. Circling Cloud Nine 旋轉九霄
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10. A white crane in the blue-green sky 青天白鶴